Abstract: Traditional histogram enhancement algorithm to enhance image has the defect of over-bright image, amplified noise, and missing image details. In view of these defects, this paper proposes an image enhancement algorithm based on second generation wavelet integer transform. At first, use the second generation wavelet integer transform to decompose the original image with wavelet. Then, integer low-frequency subimage ca in the wavelet domain is calculated with histogram equalization to figure out low-frequency subimage ' ca . And make an evenly spaced arrangement for integer low-frequency subimage ' ca of equalized histogram between the maximum and the minimum to figure out new low-frequency subimage ' ' ca . At last, low-frequency subimage ' ' ca is reconstructed. In comparison with classic histogram equalization algorithm and experimental results of homomorphic filtering, algorithm in this paper keeps the optimal in enhancing image, suppressing noise and preserving brightness.
Introduction
Image enhancement is to improve the visual effects of images and make them more clear and intuitive and make it appropriate to analysis. There are many algorithms enhancing the images. The histogram equalization is much more classic and effective. Despite the obvious advantages of fast arithmetic speed and great enhancement effectiveness, it still has the following shortcomings: (1) The histogram equalization would cause poor layering sense because of the small dynamic range of the original image's gray scale, its poor quality and uneven histogram equalization. (2) After the histogram equalization, the noise in the original is obviously enlarged. (3) If the image gray scale is close to 0, during the histogram equalization, a brighter diluted image would be output when the very narrow range of dark pixels is mapped to the output image. This would affect the basic features of the image (for instance, the average luminance would be changed; the details would be lost), which would finally influence the visual effects to enhance the image and make the applications of histogram algorithm limited [1] [2] [3] .
Several classic methods to enhance image
Histogram Equalization Enhancement. The basic idea of histogram equalization is to transform the unbalanced histogram of the original image to form of uniform distribution. Namely, convert the input image to have the same pixel points in each gray level (The histogram output is smooth and distribution is uniform).This makes dynamic range of the image pixels wider and contrast stretched effectively so as to achieve the effect of image enhancement. Histogram 2nd International Conference on Advances in Mechanical Engineering and Industrial Informatics (AMEII 2016) equalization enhancement has a disadvantage that if the noise image is enhanced, a little noise will be greatly enlarged at the same time. The following is a digital image histogram equalization algorithm formula.
In formula (1), L is the sum of gray levels. ) ( k r r p is probability of Class K gray value. k n is the times of Class K gray value existed in the image. is sum of all pixels in the image. New image grey value is as follows:
Based on formula (2), each pixel in digital image is counted to figure out new gray value. To use new gray value to replace original gray value, that is the traditional histogram equalization processing [4] . Homomorphic Filtering Enhancement. The basic idea of homomorphic filtering is to transform a linear problem into a nonlinear problem. Assuming that the image f (x, y) can be expressed by multiplication of lighting function I (x, y) and reflective function r (x, y), that is, f (x,y) = i (x, y) r (x, y). Take the logarithm of image f, add the image brightness to reflective function, and then take the Fourier transform. After that, act homomorphic filtering function H (u, v) on brightness after transformation and reflective function respectively, and then take inverse operation respectively. The process is shown in figure 1 . (brightness) and increases high frequency (reflection). As a result, image dynamic range compression and contrast are enhanced [5] [6] .
The Second Generation Wavelet Integer Transform Equalization Enhancement
Lifting Wavelets. In the process of wavelet transform, the traditional wavelet transform filter output is a floating point number, but pixel values of image are integers. Wavelet lifting proposes a new point of view on wavelet structure, namely, the wavelet lifting scheme, which is also known as the second generation wavelet transform. Wavelet lifting really has reversibility, so the boundary effect needn't considering. Compared with the traditional wavelet transform, lifting scheme mainly has the following advantages: a) It inherits multi-resolution property of the first generation wavelet. Image reconstruction quality doesn't restrict the length of input sequence, and has the ability of transformation on image of any sizes; b) Construction of wavelets is entirely carried out within the airspace, with no need for Fourier analysis theory; c) Tools used is fairly simple, mainly the Euclidean division of Laurent series. All the traditional wavelet can be decomposed by basic lifting and dual of the lifting scheme; d) It has high speed of calculation and save storage space; e) Integer-to-integer wavelet transform can be realized so as to achieve wavelet-based lossless compression.
Decomposition process of lifting wavelet can be divided into 3 steps, namely, split, predict and update:
Step1. Split: The original input signal is decomposed into the even and odd number sequences. 
Because wavelet lifting of image is completely reversible process, and its inverse transform and the forward transform are structurally symmetrical and implements opposite operation, which accurate reconstruction can be realized.
Subimage Wavelet Coefficients Equalization Algorithm. The traditional discrete wavelet transform based on convolution has massive and complex computation and demands high on storage space, interfering with its hardware implement. However, lifting wavelet algorithm has properties of simple structure, low calculating amount, saving storage space, and reversible integer-to-integer transform, which is convenient for hardware implement [9] [10] [11] . The original image is decomposed by using lifting wavelet integer transform to get an integer low frequency subimage ca and triple high frequency subimage decomposition coefficients;
To get the sum of integer low frequency subimage ca 's coefficients k, namely, n (k);
To calculate coefficient's maximum value max K and minimum value min K of integer low frequency subimage ca ; Integer low frequency subimage coefficient k and count n (k) sum cumulatively
To calculate the new coefficient of integer low frequency subimage ca equalization ) , and contrast increment to evaluate objectively algorithm in this paper [12] [13] [14] . MSE:
Average brightness difference:
Contrast increment:
In the formula (5) , and then average value is taken [15] . In the formula (7),
is the mean ratio of the local contrast of enhanced image. f C is the mean ratio of the local contrast of original image. The greater the contrast increment is, the better effect of enhancement is.
Results and Analysis
Based on the MATLAB for experimental study, this paper writes programs for the three kinds of processing algorithm above to carry on experimental contrast. Experimental subjects are standard Lena image and Gaussian noise Lena image of 0.05 variance. In Figure 2 , Lena image has been enhanced by three kinds of algorithms. It can be seen from enhancement effect that enhanced image by histogram equalization and algorithm in this paper is difficult to be visually distinguished from pros and cons. Both enhancement effects are significantly better than that of homomorphic filtering, and image level is also clearer. The corresponding histogram Figure 4c Figure 4d contrast dynamic range are wide, while the enhanced image by homomorphic filtering is overall brighter a tad bit and not clear, and loses detail as well. Histogram Figure 4b also indicates that the image grayscale is concentrated in the highlight area. Contrast range is relatively narrow. There is almost no low gray value. Figure 3 is enhanced Lena image with Gaussian noise of 0.05 variance. Algorithm in this paper works best with clear image, good contrast and noise suppression among the three kinds of algorithms. Although histogram equalization algorithm enhances image, noise is be amplified and contrast is poor at the same time. As for noise suppression, suppression effect of homomorphic filtering algorithm is similar to that of algorithm in this paper.
Enhancement effect of three kinds of algorithms is analyzed qualitatively from the point of view of subjectivity. Next, three performance indexes that evaluates image de-noising and enhancement effect are used to carry on quantitative analysis of noise image's de-noising and enhancement effect of the three enhancement methods. pixel gray value changes after image enhancement, so noised enhancement image and de-noising enhancement image of original image are compared to calculate the three performance indexes respectively. The calculation results are shown in Table 1 . In Table 1 , with regard to contrast increment, the algorithm in this paper is greater than histogram equilibrium and histogram equilibrium is greater than homomorphic filtering, which suggests the enhancement effect of algorithm in this paper of the three is the best, followed by the histogram equalization and finally homomorphic filtering. In table 1, with regard to MSE, the algorithm in this paper is smaller than homomorphic filtering and homomorphic filtering is smaller than histogram equilibrium, that is, noise suppression of algorithm in this paper is optimal. As for average brightness difference, histogram equilibrium is smaller than algorithm in this paper and algorithm in this paper is smaller than homomorphic filtering. Based on the subjective and objective analysis above, image enhancement and noise suppression of algorithm in this paper are optimal, while brightness preservation of original image, is not as good as that of histogram equalization.
Conclusions
In view of the low contrast and the enhancement processing of images with noises, this paper proposes an image enhancement algorithm based on second generation wavelet integer transform. Compared to the classical histogram equalization of airspace and the homomorphic filtering in the domain of frequency, the algorithm presented in this paper can greatly contribute to improve the image contrast and suppress its noises.
